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Socioeconomic Factors Associated with Cataract-related Blindness Treatment in Women in Rural Regions of Andhra Pradesh

Purpose

- India is home to the world’s largest blind people population. In 2000, the Andhra Pradesh Eye Disease Study extrapolated approximately 18.7 million blind people resided in India and projected an increase to 31.6 million blind people by 2020. In Andhra Pradesh, avoidable and/or preventable blindness increased to 1.84% from 1.5% in the late 1980s. [1]
- Cataract-related blindness occurs more than 50% of the time in India, and is projected to increase due to futility of current eye-care policy and demographic transition, in which the population is growing older, with increasing susceptibility to cataract. [5]

Methods

- Numerous public health studies have been conducted to outline factors that preclude treatment of avoidable corneal blindness in the India. Existing surveys, cataract surgical output and economical, social and population data of Andhra Pradesh were analyzed.
- This research is an examination of the female population in rural regions of Andhra Pradesh through analysis of two major studies (1) the impact of NGOs on economic development and (2) socioeconomic factors, engendering lack of utilization of eye-care services, in order to find a correlation between these two seemingly disparate studies.

Results

- NGOs ameliorate economic status by increasing access to education/employment and healthcare services. NGO presence in rural regions is significantly limited, leading to lack of privatization, while agriculture continues to dominate rural areas, affecting economic and societal growth and causing widespread poverty.
- Ophthalmologists are primarily located in developed, urban regions. However, patients who require cataract surgery reside primarily in rural regions, leading to inadequate services. [7]

- As economic underdevelopment increases, blindness increases:
  - Higher incidences of blindness occur in rural India and female population residing in underdeveloped, rural areas of India, especially in comparison to female counterparts in urban areas. Moreover, females generally wait longer than males to attend eye check-ups and have surgery. [5]

Discussion/Conclusion

- An intermittent and cyclic combination of socioeconomic limitations exists.
  - Qualiﬁed private sector doctors and institutions aren’t readily available in remote rural areas because people don’t have ability to pay and there is a lack of social infrastructure. Thus, the populations in these areas where healthcare needs are the greatest have poor access to functioning health services facilities.
  - Females are subjugated to additional economic restraints, which stem from societal/cultural limitations. Religion (Hinduism) is a major facet of society. Written in Hindu scriptures, women’s duties (dharma) differ drastically from males, including taking care of the home and children and putting family above all.
  - Moreover, deeply rooted patriarchal beliefs embed society. Males are the sole wage-earners, generally working in agriculture. With virtually no emphasis on education, and gender roles clearly drawn out, children are brought up under such rigid beliefs and social structures, leading to lack of opportunity for economic and social growth for population, namely females. Instead, social and economic stagnation occurs due to tradition, leading to health issues.
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